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More Pun Quiz misdefinitions. In parenthesis are the letters in the answer; (36) is a charade, a nine 
letter word that splits into a three plus six letter pun. My answers are out back. 
1. a country that relies heavily on hydroelectric power (and its consequences?) (3 6 )  
2. Malaysian zoologist who believes there is only one species of koala bear (5 6) 
3. a singing ad that exploits patriotism and xenophobia to sell a product (8) 
4. the cowboy term for shooting first, asking questions optional (10 6) 
5, the little bit they can eat before the hyenas drive them off (5 5) 
6. to speak sillily (No! That'd be completely vidiculous!/ (5 8) 
7. euphemism for "not all right but not a total disaster" (3 5) 
8, the old hen who turns in her pogo stick for a cane (2 6 7) - 
9, to revive the first person ever born and have a ball (5 4) 
10. the lie of the undercover G-man posing as a crim (54) 
1 1. the obsolete custom of sending prisoners abroad (29) 
12, a mideastem dip made from aged detritus or seeds (6) 
13, getting fat the modem way and the outdated way (1 1) 
14. four and twenty black and white birds, baked (313 3) 
15. Occasionally? It reads like at all times. ( 5  3 3 4) 
16. Insist on lowering it by twelve inches. (3 4 4 4) 
17. a mournful disciple of an extinct NZ bird (31) 
18. a mixed drink popular at the card table (3 5) 
19. got real close to her and almost scored (4 4) 
20. one who should: even if not a soft one (62) 
21. the philosophy that nothing matters ( 2  11) 
22. an insane reason for taking the train (46) 
23. a bitch with a lot of religious baggage (3 2)  
24. Good riddance, you rich bastards! (4 3!) 
25. a full 'dressing down' of 007 by M (21 8) 
26. a bunch of cats born in the poo box (5 6) 
27. how the urge to fight pulls one (3 2 3) 
28. The cream of the rams makes it! (6 6) 
29. avian vomit-how delicious! (5 4 4) I 
30. the tunnel at the end of the Lite (3) 
3 1. disagreeable, a bad golf day (3-7) 
32. unhinged, a crazy nympho (5-5) 
33. tried to be orange but failed (5) 
34. a beautiful flycatcher (5) 
35. taken the wrong way (6) 
3 6. a backbiter (5) 
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